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Forget cheap energy
Trimet’s CEO Dr. Martin Iffert says that the days of cheap energy are over and that soon
there will be nowhere to hide. Future survival will depend on a smelter’s ability to adapt its
production processes to renewable energy and the industry’s determination to promote the
environmental benefits of aluminium in the application phase.
By Matthew Moggridge*
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Trimet’s Essen smelter in Germany uses
enough energy to power a city of 500,000
people and yet it is the silence surrounding
the plant that is most striking. Not even a
foreboding hum of electricity or the clatter
of an industrial process reaches the ears of
anybody wandering around the site. When
visitors find themselves in a potroom, or
close to a working furnace, the noise level
is minimal – when compared to a rolling
mill – and while a hard hat and overalls are
required before entering the plant, there is
no need for earplugs.

The company operates eight sites across
Germany and employs 1,900 people. There
are two primary production plants (in

Essen and Hamburg) two recycling
operations (Gelsenkirchen and Harzgerode)
two die casting plants (Harzgerode and
Sommerda) and sales & marketing offices
in Essen, Berlin, Meschede and in Turin,
Italy. Trimet’ s main R&D facilities are
located in Essen and Harzgerode.

Trimet’s product range is extensive. The
company – founded in 1985 – produces
liquid aluminium, rolling ingots, extrusion
billets and casting alloys as well as die
casting components.

The biggest industry sector served by
Trimet is transportation and automotive,
which accounts for 69% of total business,
followed by packaging (20%) energy (4%)

construction (4%) mechanical engineering
(2%) and leisure/household (1%).

Trimet first produced primary aluminium
in 1994 after purchasing Alusuisse’s Essen
smelter, saving 350 jobs and eventually
doubling the workforce to 700 people.

The Essen facility produces 250kt/yr of
aluminium of which 165kt is primary and
the remaining 85kt is produced from scrap.
In total, the company has an annual
capacity of 500kt, which is split roughly
50:50 between primary and scrap.

While promising a return to profitable
growth in 2013, Trimet posted a EUR44.4m
loss for the year-ended July 2012, blaming
its depressed financial state on the loss of
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electricity contracts following the 2011
Fukushima disaster in Japan.

Trimet’s optimism for the New Year is
based on business prospects for its
automotive and recycling business and the
company forecasts a bright future in terms
of materials innovation.

Dr. Martin Iffert, Trimet’s CEO, says that
Germany’s recent change in energy policy
was closely related to the Fukushima
disaster. Politicians decided on an
accelerated phase-out of nuclear power
and immediately withdrew eight nuclear
reactors from service, taking out a
substantial amount of electricity supply
from the German market.

“It certainly had a direct impact on power
prices, which jumped up as an immediate
reaction,” says Dr. Iffert, adding that
Trimet’s last financial year was burdened by
high power prices. “Most of the losses were
related to Fukushima and other reactions in
the German power market.”

Prior to Fukushima, Germany was a net
exporter of electricity and neighbouring
France a net importer. Since phasing out its
nuclear capability the situation is more
balanced, says Dr. Iffert, asserting that while
France still offers heavy industry a regulated
power tariff, Germany’s industry buys
power on the free market. “We have the
liberalised market and so we buy from the
market,” he says, explaining how Trimet
maintains a strong relationship with big
energy providers such as RWE and others.

Next year, Trimet will join the Emission
Trading Scheme (ETS). The ETS is an EU-
wide initiative that targets heavy industry
– responsible for 40% of EU carbon
emissions – and enables companies to buy
and sell permits to emit CO2. In the past
trading period Trimet paid these extra
costs, in the form of electricity prices, to
the energy suppliers. However, Brussels
decided that from next year companies in
the aluminium industry will be
compensated regarding these costs. An
implementation into national law is
expected. Dr. Iffert believes it will improve
the company’s competitive position. 

Aluminium is an energy-intensive
process. Power consumption is a big issue
for smelters in many parts of the world
and is inextricably linked to the imposition
of carbon taxes and plant closures. In the
USA, Century Aluminum’s Ravenswood
smelter in Kentucky closed down in 2009
and is only now in the process of re-
opening following successful power rate
negotiations, which have progressed over
the last three years.

Dr. Iffert, however, argues that power is
no longer a major topic. “For too long
people have been trapped by the idea of
cheap energy. Energy will not be cheap
again. There will be temporary blips – like
what we are seeing in the USA at the
moment – but in the long-run, society,
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mankind, will consume more energy and
we should not be too focused on the idea
of cheap power,” he says.

He believes that the aluminium industry
needs to deal more intelligently with
energy, arguing – and using the wisdom of
Charles Darwin – that survival is not the
preserve of the strongest nor the most
intelligent of the species, but for those
most adaptable to change. “We have to
think more about how we can change fast
enough as an industry and as individual
companies,” he says, quoting Mario
Andretti. The former F1 driver says, “If you
think you have everything under control,
you’re just not going fast enough.” Dr
Iffert believes the quote pinpoints the huge
challenge facing the aluminium industry of
the future – how to adapt production
processes to renewable energies – and
would make a good motto for the
traditionally conservative aluminium
industry. 

“The wind is not blowing every day and
the sun is not shining always,” Dr Iffert
poetically points out, adding, “So those
who can adapt to these scenarios will have
the best chance of winning the race.”

Aluminium is stored electricity
For Dr. Iffert, energy storage is high on
Trimet’s agenda at present. The company
is engaged in research and development
into electricity and power storage systems,
which it believes will be a game changer
for the global industry. 

The smelter would use more energy in
periods of excess supply, for example when
a lot of wind or solar power is available,
and less during periods with critically low
supply.

Aluminium is, in principle, stored
electricity, argues Dr. Iffert. “We are
working on that concept and trying to
answer the question of how we can bring
about change in German energy policy,”
he says.

Popular opinion dictates that running a
smelter ‘in the West’ – particularly in
Western Europe – is a challenging business

as governments around the world
introduce punitive carbon taxes and energy
providers push up power prices. 

Dr. Iffert believes that with the challenge
come the opportunities. In Germany, an
increasing reliance upon solar and wind
power has already impacted electricity
prices. 

“There are times of excess energy supply,
when we even see negative power prices:
we receive money to consume electricity.
This mainly happens at times when there is
a lot of wind and solar power being
generated and demand is low, for example
on public holidays. This will happen more
often in future as we increase our reliance
upon renewable energy sources. The
challenge is different compared with
smelters in other parts of the world and it’s
how we can adapt that matters,” he says.

According to Dr. Iffert, “There is no
cheap place in the world anymore and
with our ideas for linking renewable
energies to industry, I think we’re in a
unique position. Currently, we are in the
process of developing what we call an
aluminium industry 3.0, which will adjust
to an unsteady power supply and store
energy directly in the aluminium.” 

Where carbon taxes are concerned, Dr.
Iffert believes there are two sides to every
coin. Higher penalties, he argues, will lead
to a greater demand for lightweight cars;
and Germany’s move towards renewable
energy will require millions of tonnes of
aluminium – good news for Trimet.

The downside is production costs and
the potential for ‘carbon leakage’.
“Normally, it wouldn’t be a problem
because the additional costs would be
passed on to customers, but some nations

don’t have carbon taxes. We need a
unified approach and this is one for the
politicians, not the smelters,” he says.

For Dr Iffert, Western governments are
looking for an easy solution to a complex
problem. He argues that there is a naivety
in their approach, which ignores the
environmental advantages of aluminium in
its application phase. “There is no easy
solution to this,” he adds.

Getting the message across
The naivety of politicians over the pros and
cons of aluminium are highlighted in a
quote from Cem Özdemir, a prominent
member of the German Green party. In
Germany, the Greens have far greater
prominence than elsewhere in Europe and
as a result, other political parties clamour
to be part of a coalition with them.

Özdemir was recently quoted in the
British press as saying, “At school I had
learned how hard and energy inefficient it
was to produce aluminium, and how hard
to break it down again!”

For Dr. Iffert, the quote highlights the
one-sided approach of some politicians.
“At school they learn it is an energy-
intensive process to produce aluminium,
but they don’t look at the usage phase, the
application and the recycling phase,” he
says, adding that the steel industry has
done a better job of getting its message
across than the aluminium industry. “We
have to educate and showcase the good
and change the way people think. It’s like
making a judgement on a soccer game
after 15 minutes of play without seeing the
outcome.” 

In Essen, Trimet supplies semi-fabricated
materials, out of which customers make
engine blocks, gearboxes and a number of
structural parts for cars. In Harzgerode and
Sömmerda, Trimet produces these parts
itself. The company counts the big OEMs –
Volkswagen, BMW, Audi and Mercedes –
as key customers and views the automotive
sector as a panacea for its current, but
temporary, financial woes.

Dr. Iffert believes that, in the future,

TRIMET EXPANSION TO
MEET GROWTH IN

DEMAND
In the 2011/2012 financial year, Trimet

invested over EUR40m on the expansion
of its production facilities and new
technology.

A new anode furnace was built at the
company’s Hamburg site, costing EUR25m
and increasing anode production capacity
to 120kt.

At Trimet’s Essen smelter a new casting
machine means that 35kt/yr of aluminium
alloys will be poured in line with growing
demand for foundry alloy specialities.

To meet rising demand for chassis parts,
Trimet is extending die casting facilities at
its Harzgerode facility in collaboration
with an automotive customer. 
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aluminium will be used in standard cars
and not just luxury models. Brands like the
VW Golf will move towards a complete
aluminium body structure and added
impetus will be provided by electric and
hybrid vehicles where a lighter metal will
counteract the weight of the battery. While
carbon fibre has a role to play, volume will
come from aluminium, and besides,
carbon fibre cannot be recycled.

The challenge will be to produce
sufficient amounts of aluminium to in turn
supply sufficient metal for more than just
luxury brands. Supporters of steel often
cite the Audi A2, which had an all-
aluminium body, but was withdrawn as
sales flagged. 

Steel versus aluminium
The steel industry has introduced advanced
high-strength products designed to reduce
thickness on components and, in some
cases, reduce the weight of ‘body in white’
by over 25%.

“Competition is always good because it
drives innovation and in the last 20 years,
the steel industry has created numerous
new alloys and steel grades with much
better properties than in the past,” Dr.
Iffert says.

He argues, however, that aluminium
offers the same opportunities and urges the
industry to join forces and invest in
innovation to speed-up the process of
acceptance. “That is where we see our
strength. We have dozens of metallurgists
working on the development of new alloys,
we have research facilities, research casting
pits, homogenising and heat treatment –
all to drive innovation,” he says.

Dr Iffert believes that the gap between
steel and aluminium usage in automotive
will narrow considerably and that the latter
will play a major role in future car
production. In many ways, the steel
industry, through investment in materials,
has shown what can be done, he argues. 

While the automotive industry will always
use a mix of materials, Dr Iffert says that
OEMs have a clear strategy with regard to
aluminium as the metal of the future. 

Aluminium in automotive works on a
‘cradle-to-cradle’ basis, as the metal always
retains its original quality after remelting.
Throw in a low melting point and the fact
that recycling uses only 5% of the energy
required for primary production and the
advantages are all too obvious. 

Most of Essen’s production output
(80%) is for domestic consumption within
a radius of 200km of the company’s
production facilities. The Westphalia region
of Germany has been an aluminium-
intensive area for almost 50 years and
today is home to many innovative
downstream companies servicing the
German automotive industry.

Trimet operates an energy-efficient
‘closed loop’ system of production. Primary
and recycled metal is used to produce a
variety of products for various customers –
largely automotive – that then make their
own products from the metal and return
the scrap for recycling. 

“We feed them into alloys which in turn
find their way back into the production
stream again,” explains Dr. Iffert. Smelters in
the Middle East, he argues, can’t do this
because their customers are geographically
widespread and, therefore, they don’t have
such a close relationship.

In the USA, Novelis hopes that, by 2020,
80% of its production output will come from
recycled metal. Does Trimet have similar
ambitions? “Maybe it’s one qualitative goal.

We are in the process of increasing our
recycling activities,” says Dr. Iffert. 

He believes that looking at how much
recycled material goes into a product is
wrong. “The relevant question today is how
much aluminium you put into a car will be
recycled – and that has to be over 95%.”

Statistics show that 75% of all the
aluminium ever produced is still in use,
mainly in buildings, and that it won’t be
ready for recycling for some time. For this
reason, it’s the ‘recyclability’ of the product
that is important and not its recycled
content, argues Dr. Iffert.

Looking ahead, he is optimistic,
especially for the automotive industry
where he sees increasing demand for
aluminium. “The biggest problem is the
production sites are not there and that is
limiting growth, but material-wise I see a
bright future,” he says.

No more cheap electricity
He says new European smelter
development is unlikely, with the possible
exception of Iceland. “One or two might
come on stream, but that’s small when the
industry has, based on a 5% increase in
demand per year, a projected increase of
global aluminium production to 100Mt in
15 to 20 years,” he says. 

“I see a few new smelters in the Middle
East, but at the moment it’s still China,” he
explains, adding that big challenges lie
ahead in the Gulf where various regional
governments would rather export gas than
use it to produce aluminium.

He believes power prices in the Middle
East will level out with the rest of the world
and that high voltage DC transmission lines
will transfer electricity across thousands of
kilometres without losses.

“There will be no hidden spot, no secret
place for cheap electricity and the real
opportunity for smelters will be in the field
of electricity storage,” says Dr. Iffert.

“On the application side, there is no
better place than Germany as we have the
most innovative companies and the best
environment for breakthrough material
innovations,” he added. �
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